Floppycats 10 Pawesome
Cat Products
I’m so glad that you downloaded
“Floppycats 10 Pawesome Cat
Products”! I have reviewed cat
products for 10 + years now, and
the products included here are
hand-picked by me because I
reviewed them, love them, my
cats love them and because
many readers have also tooted
their pawesomeness.
Under each listing are 2-3 links –
one to our review of the product,
one to a YouTube video we’ve
done with the product and a third
a link to where you can buy it.

Please note : product pricing may
fluctuate from the time this guide
was made. The price listed is to
give an idea of how much the
product costs.
Please know I did not receive
compensation in selecting these
items, I do not allow sponsorship
for this.

1.

Yeowww!
Catnip Banana

Ripple Rug
Cat Activity Mat

The Yeowww! Banana Catnip Toy is
my all-time favorite cat toy – hands
down, ever. This banana shaped toy
is filled with 100% organically grown
catnip, and cats love the shape of it
and love to lick and bite the ends of
the banana. No other catnip stuffed
toy can compare to a Yeowww! Catnip
Banana.
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Nina Ottosson Dog Brick
Interactive Cat Toy

Safari® Cat
Shedding Comb

The Nina Ottosson Dog Brick
Interactive Cat Toy is a cat
puzzle toy that is great for
food motivated kitties. It is a
medium level of difficulty and
can keep your cat occupied
and burn some calories
while foraging for treats. My
Charlie comes
running when
he hears it.
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The Safari Cat Comb is
the perfect option for
brushing out
a knot on both long and
short haired cats. I use it
daily on my cats’ manes –
especially in the winter!
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The Zen Clipper Cat Nail
Clippers are safe cat nail
trimmers with quick guards for
people who are afraid of cutting
the quick when trimming their
cat’s nails. They are my current
favorite cat nail clippers.
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Zen Clipper Cat Nail Clippers
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The Ripple Rug Cat Activity Mat
is a large cat play mat. It can be
used for interactive and solo
play, so it’s a great cat rug toy
for cats who need more
exercise. Both of my cats love it.
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Be Forever Furless Brush
by Lilly Brush
The Be Forever Furless Brush by
Lilly Brush is a pet hair removal
brush. It cleans cat hair off fabric
surfaces and gets surfaces clean
that are sometimes harder to reach
with a vacuum, like corners and
seams. I use mine daily.
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Moonshuttle Blackhole
Cat Litter Mats
The Moonshuttle Blackhole Cat Litter Mat is a
double layer litter scatter mat to catch the litter
scatter from your cat’s litter box. It is soft and
made from materials that are safe for your cats.
My Charlie likes to use it as a scratch pad too!
2-in-1 purpose mat in our house.
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Meet the cat litter scoop that
will change your life.
Seriously. You think I’m
being dramatic.
I am not. The Litter-Lifter is
an extremely efficient
scooper and hands
down, my favorite litter
scoop on the market.
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Litter Robot 3
Self-Cleaning Litter Box
The Litter-Robot 3 self cleaning
litter box is a convenient way to
keep a clean litterbox for your
kitty. It keeps the box clean with
little work from you and saves on
litter use. I have loved ours for 4
years and many readers love
theirs too. Save $25 off the
purchase of one when you use
our affiliate link.

Litter-Lifter The BEST
Cat Litter Scoop
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Felix Katnip Tree Company
Scratching Beam

The Felix Katnip Tree
Company Scratching Beam
is one of those products
where you think, “Why didn’t I
think of that?” It provides the
perfect alternative for your
cat’s scratching habits on
stairs and more. Both of mine
have used it every day since
we got ours over 3 years ago.
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5 Bonus Pawesome Products:
Fizzion Cat Stain and
Odor Remover
Fizzion Cat Stain and Odor Remover
will help remove pet stains or odors
from your household. I love that it’s
non-toxic for humans and animals
and that it works!
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Dr. Catsby’s Whisker Relief
Stainless Steel Cat Bowl
The Dr. Catsby’s Whisker
Relief Stainless Steel Cat
Bowl is a whisker fatigue
bowl for cats who get
whisker stress when their
whiskers touch the sides of
food and water dishes.
It’s just an awesome dish.
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Blackhole Catch The Tail Cat Toy
This electronic cat toy will spin a toy
"mouse" under a circular tarp. The
“mouse” makes circular moves, but it
also moves further and closer to the
center, making it more exciting for your
cat. My cats love this toy.

4.

Necoichi Cat Cozy
Scratcher Bowl Bed
The Necoichi Cat Cozy Scratcher Bowl Bed
is a two-in-one cat scratcher and cat bed
made of corrugated cardboard.
It is durable and long-lasting that looks nice,
too. Trigg sleeps on it every single night.
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Bowsers Pet Bed Urban Lounger
The Bowsers Pet Bed Urban Lounger is a high quality, modern pet bed that we absolutely
love. The non-toxic material and fabric make it a super soft bed for cats.
Trigg sleeps on it every night.
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Many of the "Buy Now" links in this guide are affiliate links which generate commission if you purchase anything starting with those links.
Floppycats also participates as an affiliate in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program. Buying through our affiliate links helps to generate
a revenue to keep us online. Thank you for your support.

